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LETTER FROM...

Letter from  
Los Angeles
by Thomas Michael Alleman

Editor’s note

I
n 2011, after a decade of making black and white 
urban landscapes in Los Angeles with a battery 
of $30 plastic Holgas, I began using more tradi-
tional medium-format cameras - which is to say, 
cameras I could control entirely, for once, with 
lenses of the finest grind. Nowadays, I use light, 

sleek Mamyia 6’s, with normal and wide lenses. I 
continue photographing the built environment of LA, 
my longtime muse and greatest obsession, but this 
recent work is in color and is sharp as a tack. 

Since August of 2012, I’ve been intent upon the 
curious phenomenon, here in Los Angeles, of the 
kooky, pungent, very brilliant series of ‘American 
Apparel’ billboards that proliferate everywhere, 
provoking irritation and snarky admiration with 
every new iteration. 

American Apparel is an LA-based clothing manu-
facturer, specializing in basic knit sportswear for 
moneyed young hipsters and with a controversial 
marketing campaign that unfolds on smallish, six-

by-twelve foot billboards, often poised just above 
eye level. These signs don’t live in a blue, unclut-
tered sky; they hunker down amongst the store-
fronts and cyclone fences and parking lots, interact-
ing directly with an environment that’s as visually 
chaotic as those ads are simple and banal and diffi-
cult to ignore. 

And just as those billboards are quite liter-
ally ‘in your face’, so too are AA’s promotions. In 
photographs that often appear defiantly amateur 
in technique, young women lounge in provocative, 
sometimes bizarre poses, looking at the viewer with 
doleful boredom. Sometimes the models are known 
porn stars who stare into the landscape with a confi-
dent languor, but often the models are startlingly 
plain, and one wonders if AA’s visual agenda is 
subversive, democratic and groundbreaking, or just 
plain weird. Is it genius, or drek? Is it exploitative, or 
a sly comment on exploitation elsewhere? 

The commodification and sexualization of young 
women’s bodies is one of the top five worst and 
weirdest things about our hard-hearted culture, and 
American Apparel is clearly participating in that. 
But they didn’t create this state-of-play. There are 
many other competitors in the field, some far more 
sinister; AA simply ‘excels’ at the game, in a very 
contemporary way that’s relentless and unapolo-
getic and kind-of cutting edge, for better or worse.

T
he notion of CONNECTIONS is an impor-
tant concept in photography. To convey 
our intent we need to connect with the 
scene or subject we photograph. A good 
image does much to connect and reso-
nate with the viewer, transmitting our 

interpretation of a scene.
Connections can manifest themselves in many 

ways: in the relationships we have with others, the 
bonds we form with friends and family, alliances 
we form in our daily activities – and our connection 
with our surroundings, our landscape.  But connec-
tions can also be severed, causing feelings of loss 
and damage; or, if the connection has not been a 
healthy one, we can even feel a sense of catharsis. 
Connections may be permanent or transient.

In this issue, we explore these themes and asso-
ciations in varied ways. There is focus on relations 
between generations, including those of child and 
parent, on our relationship with art and the environ-
ment, with people and friendship - as well as spaces 
and objects. 

 I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
everyone that has contributed and submitted to this 
issue. We received a great response and some stun-
ning new work, not only from members but also from 
our increasing base of international friends and 
followers. LIP continues to evolve and grow and we 
are aiming to reflect this in the content of the maga-
zine. 

I hope you find this issue an interesting read and 
enjoy some visual inspiration as we finally move into 
spring.  Please do keep in touch with your ideas, 
comments and images as we value your contribu-
tions!

Frank Orthbandt
Editor for fLIP

editors@londonphotography.org.uk
www.londonphotography.org.uk/magazine

‘My specific interest is 
in the social and urban 
landscape of that ridiculous, 
remarkable place’

‘Luck rewarded us, because, wanting 
connections, we found connections 
- always, everywhere, and between 
everything’ - Umberto Eco

As an exemplary member of that fraternity of 
fashion marketeers, American Apparel and its bill-
boards raise general questions about advertising 
everywhere, but my particular interest is in the 
specifics of the social and urban landscape of Los 
Angeles - that ridiculous, remarkable place - and 
about the very visible aspects of that built envi-
ronment. How do corporate forces and pop-culture 
tastemakers interject their brands and messages 
into the cavalcade of pastel stucco, telephone poles, 
barbed wire, errant signage, desert foliage and 
omnipresent automobiles that comprise LA’s bizarre 
and roiling social landscape? And, what does it look 
like when all that ad-hoc, real-world detritus wraps 
itself around the hyper-controlled fantasies of hip 
sexuality that fashion advertisers extol on their 
drive-by broadsides? 

Like this silly, spectacular town, the evidence 
fascinates even as it confounds.
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My way

An Autumn in 
Kenwood Ladies’ 
Pond
by Lynda Franklin

O
n February the 2nd, I arrive at the 
Kenwood Ladies Pond on Hampstead 
Heath. The tea urn is out. Jane, one 
of our lifeguards, tells me that we 
are celebrating Imbolg, which is 
the midpoint between the Winter 

Solstice and the Spring Equinox. This sounds like 
a good excuse for a tea party.  It’s so easy to over-
look the subtle seasonal changes that bring slightly 
longer days (though not necessarily an increase in 
water temperature!). The pond brings these changes 
home. 

One day in December 2013, I decided to take 
some underwater photos. It suddenly seemed obvi-
ous to me that I could combine my passion for open 
water swimming with my love of photography.  So, 
with my new underwater compact camera secured 
with a climber’s sling, and with few expectations, I 
lowered myself into the water and felt the unique yet 
familiar shock of the cold. 

The initial photographs startled me. I knew 
immediately that I had stumbled upon, and partly 
created, a special new perspective: the rose-hip is 
suspended below its own reflection on the surface 
of the water; the crab apples seem to float dream-
ily - and bright acorn leaves loom large against the 
surface they are ascending towards. I could look at 
these images forever. 

One day I arrive and spot a small white feather 
on the surface of the water. The ducks have been 
preening and I have my photo opportunity. After-
wards, shivering and impatiently fumbling with 
my camera, I am delighted to discover that, instead 
of green, the feather is suspended in blue. I have 
discovered the sky! 

I have always loved bare winter branches against 
a grey-white winter sky, and the following weekend I 

see the black silhouette of a crow on top of a tree, at 
the edge of the water.  Today the chalkboard reads 
five degrees Celsius, the coldest water temperature 
so far this season. In my costume, cap, neoprene 
gloves and socks I head for the area under the trees, 
lower my camera into the water, and aim at the bird.  
After a short time I look around me and notice a life-
guard has appeared on the jetty, watching; a gentle 
reminder that 10 minutes have passed, and that now 
is probably a good time to think about getting out. I 
climb up the steps, a deep shade of pond pink, and 
join the huddle of women in the changing room who 
are hurriedly pulling on layers of clothing.  In this 
room, post-swim, the world beyond the pond has 
collectively dropped away. 

When I look at this image in particular, I am 
there in that moment, and I find myself resisting a 
clear distinction between subject and object.  The 
pond, the trees, the crow and me - we are all there.  
The phenomena represented in this series of images 
derive from an experiential approach that places me, 
the subject, inseparable from these things in nature.  
And this is why I return again and again. 

‘It suddenly seemed 
obvious to me that I could 
combine my passion for 
open water swimming with 
my love of photography’
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My way

Related
 
by Lesley Bruce

M
y grandmother’s photographs sit in 
a small cardboard box, embossed 
on the lid, the words ‘Number One 
Bond – for effortless writing and 
pleasing appearance at an economi-
cal price’.   They spill out, soft sepia 

on stiff card: my great-great-grandfather, Samuel 
Barker Cox, in his fur-collared coat, arm propped on 
the desk, folded gloves on his knee and his watch 
chain stretched across his waistcoat; Fanny, his 
wife, an oval miniature, flowers in her hair and a 
faint blush of pink added to her cheeks by Walter 
Baker of Camera Portraits, Derby Road, Nottingham; 
their children, their children’s children, my family… 
bloodline made visible. Continuity. Begat, begat, 
begat. This is the point.

In 2008, when Barney was seven, he sat with 
his arm propped on my desk, gloves on his knee, in 
my fun fur coat, with the chain from the bath plug 
stretched across his chest and I made his portrait. 
And we thought about Samuel Barker. 1870. Such a 
long, long time ago. Then we printed the pictures 
side by side and time shrank.

We don’t dress up for our pictures any more. We 
don’t need to, we know we’re connected.  See Regi-
nald James there, so proud in his battle fatigues. He 
died soon afterwards, at the Battle of Vimy Ridge, 
just thirteen years older than Barney is now. In the 
montage, sharing a frame, they are each more alive, 
each more vulnerable. 

The pictures here form part of my ‘Related’ 
project, started eight years ago without my realis-
ing it, with my first proper camera. Turns out I’m 
a people photographer, the only woman you know 
who will look through your holiday pictures and not 
get restless - just so long as they’re populated. I’m 
irresistibly drawn:  people posing, people unaware, 
people resting, people busy, especially people in 
their own environment. They tantalise from their 
two ‘come-hither’ dimensions. By slow degrees, I 
became a photographer myself, and there were my 

family, all around. I fed on them. The first pictures 
were hardly more than snaps but they have matured, 
as have their subjects. In eight years a family 
loses and gains. Portraits that individually show a 
moment, in a body convey threads of connection and 
the passing of time. 

My grandmother’s box is always present. It 
anchors us, it is our memory.  The pictures in my 
project are all quite current:  my daughter daydreams 
in her kitchen, Barney reads, Nell does her hair.   
They belong together though. Composites remind me 
that they do.

It’s a physical thing for me.  Family layers. 
Photoshop layers.  I slide them in and out and adjust 
their status, remember names, rehearse stories, 
notice resemblances, grieve absences. I blend tones, 
shift transparencies and watch the generations 
meld. Ancient and modern, young and old, sepia and 
digital; all the layers count, make their contribution. 
They form a whole; light and dark, birth and death, 
gain and loss, achievement and compromise… the 
life human and the life photographic.

The prints of these pictures lie in my pine 
cupboard, next to my grandmother’s box. And next 
to them, are other boxes. 1950’s, 60’s, 70’s the labels 
say. 80s, 90’s, 2000’s. And it’s not finished, not by a 
long chalk. I took more pictures on Friday; kitchen 
table, birthday tea, Nell was eleven. Begat, begat, 
begat. Continuation. Isn’t that the point?

‘Portraits that individually 
show a moment, in a 
body convey threads of 
connection and the passing 
of time’
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Pregnant
by Anita Strasser

A
t present, another one of my friends 
is pregnant, and like most pregnant 
women I’ve encountered, she has been 
lifted to a higher plane… the plane of 
super humans, my idea of the Über-
mensch. Whenever I see an expectant 

mother, whether I know her or not, I observe to see 
if I can notice the special aura I detect only in preg-
nant women, this aura that speaks of a very special 
bond between mother and child, and which lays its 
foundation in the early stages of pregnancy. Biologi-
cally speaking, there is no doubt that reproduction 
is one of the most amazing bodily achievements; the 
idea that a human, or an animal for that matter, is 
growing inside another’s body makes me think of 
that body as a life-giving mechanism, a support 
machine that nurtures the foetus until its body can 
function independently.  But this alone - the preg-
nant woman as a god-like creature with the ability 
to produce life - is not the sole reason for my fasci-
nation with expectant mothers, as I do not detect 
this special aura in all, and also not after the baby is 
born. It is more the intangible aspect of pregnancy, 
the experience of having this child grow inside her 
and the bond forming between the mother and her 
child, that lifts her onto the plane of super humans, 
a plane reserved only for expectant mothers. She is 
alone in her experience, it cannot be shared with 
others, and this makes her appear ever more power-
ful and divine.

I’m not speaking from personal experience; I’m 
not a mother. Maybe this is why I find it so fascinat-
ing. I like being around my pregnant friends as they 

transmit this feeling of extreme calmness, tinged 
with a sense of expectation; they seem to be fully 
aware of this transcendental experience. Whilst it 
might sound obvious, and considering how unaware 
we often are of our bodily changes, pregnancy seems 
to create a very special awareness of the body and 
also a mental connection with the unborn child, a 
connection that transcends others’ understand-
ing of this process. Maybe it is the inner focus on 
this process that transmits this calmness as every-
thing else, all the things that normally seem to be so 
important, lose significance.

By photographing pregnant women I want to 
communicate this aura I feel around them. To do 
that there has to be an incredible amount of trust 
and a feeling of ease in each other’s company so I 
tend mostly to photograph close friends. Work-
ing with a complete stranger would necessitate 
spending some time together beforehand in order 
to achieve these elements - and understanding of 
my working process and the woman’s expectations. 
My photography is not about posing or about me 
directing ‘the model’. I much prefer a non-directive 
approach, a joint participatory experience where the 
photographed woman has as much control over the 
construction of the image as I do. 

In order to emphasise the biological capabil-
ity of the female human body, an important aspect 
of the pregnant woman as super human, I prefer 
to photograph the women nude. This removal of 
clothes is also a removal of the clothes’ cultural 
symbols, and allows an unobstructed focus on 
capturing the essence of the woman’s experience. 
The choice of an environment that’s natural and 
familiar to my subject is also important for various 
reasons: being stripped of clothes and therefore of 
a mask is a daunting and highly personal moment. 
I have experienced this myself when working on my 
own self-portrait, in order to understand how the 
people I photograph feel. It enables me to sympa-
thise and empathise with their emotions. It’s impor-
tant to be in an environment that stimulates feelings 
of ease and relaxation, and working in a quiet spot 
in a natural environment generally avoids crowds 
of onlookers. Because of this amazing natural 

‘She is alone in her 
experience, it cannot be 
shared with others. This 
makes her appear even 
more powerful and divine.’ >
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‘My pregnant friends 
transmit this feeling 
of extreme calmness, 
tinged with a sense of 
expectation; they seem  
to be fully aware of  
this transcendental 
experience’

phenomenon it also seems obvious to photograph 
the naked woman in a natural setting. Whilst plac-
ing her into a constructed setting such as a street or 
a train would be an interesting contrast, it is much 
harder to find women who would agree to that. 

The woman is encouraged to choose the spot 
herself, as this can help her feel at ease. She might 
choose a spot that is so familiar that she can 
completely let go of any inhibitions; where she 
almost ceases to notice me and the camera’s pres-
ence – a process I have often witnessed. I do not 
generally interfere but let her lead the way, and 
engage with the environment however she pleases, 
only prompting if asked to. I sometimes even walk 
away a little, to give her a bit of space, and to engage 
with the environment myself.

My working process is all about engagement… 
with the environment, and with the people I photo-
graph. This is always my fundamental approach, 
whether I work with expectant mothers, village life, 
or with urban communities. It’s not so much about 
the end product; it’s much more about the partici-
patory process between people, with the final image 
serving as an aide-memoire of this process. If I 
were asked to produce images for the sake of it, or 
images as a means to an end, I don’t think I would 
want to do it - or at least I would not feel anything 
about these images. And this defeats the object of 
my photography. 

I do not know if my engagement and the special 
aura that speaks volumes about the connection 
between expectant mother and unborn child come 

across to the viewers of my images. I cannot say if I 
have captured this detail, the ‘punctum’ as Barthes 
would call it (Camera Lucida, 1980) that attracts me 
to pregnant women. For me it is certainly there, but 
it was already there before the image; and for the 
mothers I photographed, the image is a memento 
which evokes the memory of their emotions during 
one of their most important periods in their lives.

Generally we speak more about the pregnancy 
– or the experience of making the pictures – than 
about the images themselves. Like the time when 
we were chasing the sunlight with the car in order 
to catch the last rays on the wheat field during a 
beautiful Slovenian summer evening. Or when my 
light meter broke whilst photographing in the forest 
permeated with light just outside Vienna and I had 
to guess all the exposures. But even when we speak 
of this, when the mother momentarily travels back 
to the plane of pregnant women, the nurturing 
machine for a new life not yet tangible to others, 
I feel remnants of this aura and the calmness of it.

All my projects are highly personal and I prac-
tise photography for myself rather than for finan-
cial gain. This also allows the work to evolve organ-
ically with no time pressure or any other pressure. 
I have not photographed many expectant mothers – 
it’s an ongoing, open-ended project that is expanded 
whenever the situation arises; and when timing, 
weather conditions, access to an appropriate spot, 
and above all a willing participant, all fit together. 
But that is the beauty of it - to do it when it feels 
right.

<
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People of HCM 
Mega City
by Astrid Schulz

I
n 2013, with a big round birthday on the hori-
zon, I decided I’d like to buy myself a very special 
present. When the opportunity to spend 3 months 
in Vietnam came up, purely for the sake of creat-
ing art and photography… well, I just jumped at 
it.
On a previous visit to the country I’d found 

out about an artist group in Hue, Central Vietnam, 
founded by twin brothers. When I heard they were 
organizing an ongoing artist residency for national 
and international artists, I thought what a tremen-
dously exciting opportunity this would be. I put in an 
application form and happily for me, I got accepted. 
Even though the residency was only for two months, 
I booked my return ticket for three months later, 
thinking ‘You never know what else might come up’.

And, yes, something else did come up; the chance 
to participate in a photo book about Ho Chi Minh 
City!

With sponsorship from both the Goethe Insti-
tute in Hanoi and some corporate sponsors based 
in Germany, researcher Michael Waibel decided to 
put a book together, describing the recent develop-
ments in Vietnam’s biggest and fastest growing 
city. Together with his partner Hilbert Henning, 
he started collecting images from the past and also 
to take many new photographs, for the purpose of 
comparison and for documentation. As the team was 
concentrating on Ho Chi Minh City’s urban develop-
ments, he began to realize they had very few images 
of its people.

And that’s where I came in. Through a recom-
mendation, Michael found out that I was going to 
be in Vietnam, just in time to take photographs of 
the citizens of the city, in order that he could add 
another chapter to the book; however, I only had one 
week to complete this assignment before my resi-
dency started and I didn’t know anyone in Ho Chi 
Minh City. I considered how I would be able to get 
this organized, especially from London.

If it hadn’t been for the warmhearted and gener-
ous people of Vietnam’s south, and from social 
media, I’d have been lost. But it was as if I was 
guided by an invisible force, which brought me good 
fortune. I wrote emails to strangers, posted requests 
on ‘Internations’, Couchsurfers’ and ‘Facebook’, and 
was pleasantly surprised at how much feedback I got 
back. Some of the people from these networks even 
recommended their friends and family members. 
Suddenly my diary was quite full. It was like a >

Tower block apartment, District 7. Nguyen Ha Thuy Tien was 
born in HCMC and works for a Social Media Company. She is fully 
embracing the new opportunities and modern lifestyle. Amongst her 
hobbies is rock climbing in a sports centre in District 3. 
However, she is also reflecting on the Western influences that are 
slowly changing people’s behaviour. Some become more open-
minded, others lose being in touch with their health.
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Tower block apartment in An Phu, District 2. Andy has been raised and educated in the US, but recently decided to relocate to 
HCMC, where he works as an architect. He feels that Vietnam is behind with its infrastructure and has to catch up with the rest of 
the world, so has decided to take part in creating a master plan for improving the environment. 
Andy finds it very rewarding to take an active part in the new developments of the city.
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miracle; I got the impression that people were 
proud to be in this book and to represent their city. 

Coming back to the book, I thought about taking 
a closer look behind the façade, in order to explore 
how people use their personal space. I decided to 
compile a questionnaire, asking people to comment 
on their impressions and on their connection to 
what they call home. The outcome is a collection 
of fascinating insights into homes and workplaces 
from rich to poor, from younger to older generations 
and from migrants to those who had lived here all 
their lives and helped to shape this city.

Many people describe Ho Chi Minh City to be full 
of opportunities, which only the Asian market can 
bring. The younger generation especially, embraces 
the modern lifestyle: the newly created shopping 
malls, the Western style coffee shops and various 
other options for entertainment, provided they can 
afford them. 

Whilst on the road (or to be more precise, on 
the back seat of a motorbike), I was getting a good 
impression of what it means to live in a so-called 
‘megacity’ - yet on leaving the busy and constantly 
blocked main roads and turning into the small alley-

ways of naturally grown neighborhoods, I would 
sometimes get the feeling of stepping back in time. 

I had various people to help me with transport 
and language barriers. With the feedback from my 
questionnaire, and the help of my translator, I was 
able to gain a really good insight into people’s lives. 
For instance, I learned that there are many migrant 
workers still moving into town in the hope of improv-
ing their lives. Their dreams are simple and their 
lifestyle is based on the one they had in the coun-
tryside. All they wish for is to save enough money 
to buy a house or run a business. After that, if they 
make more money, they may rebuild, enlarge and 
modernize; it may even become possible to travel 
abroad. But until then a lot of dedication is needed 
and it needs the entire family to be involved. There is 
neither time nor money to enjoy District 1, in the city 
centre - or for visiting the parks.

For those who have managed to accomplish their 
goals, life becomes more diverse. Whilst the older 
generation still prefers to spend time at home with 
their families and neighbours, the young ones are 
getting ready to break with traditions. There is a 
new direction, a new sense of freedom as their world 
begins to open up, offering choices and opportuni-
ties. For them, it is exciting to be able to participate 
in the megacity’s new lifestyle.

The book is now complete and has been published 
by Times Publishing House (ISBN 978-604-936-338-
2). In February, there were launch parties - one in 
Hanoi and one in Ho Chi Minh City - but sadly with-
out me. Meanwhile, I am sitting back at my desk in 
London and planning my next adventure… And so 
is the publisher, he is thinking of doing a similar 
book about Hanoi. Perhaps I will have the pleasure 
of doing it all over again.

‘If it hadn’t been for 
the warm hearted and 
generous people of 
Vietnam’s south, and for 
social media, I’d have
been lost.’

<
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Patarei: Captive Light
Unnerving Connections between the Camera and the Prison

by John Philips

P
atarei is a harbour fortress on the outskirts 
of Tallinn, Estonia. Built as a military 
defence in the mid-nineteenth century, 
it became a prison in the early twentieth 
century - and during Soviet occupation 
(1940-41 and 1944-91) housed political 

prisoners. Following independence, the building 
remained part of the national prison service until 
Estonia’s membership of the EU in 2004 precipitated 
its abandonment.

I first visited Patarei in the summer of 2011, 
and returned to photograph it in 2012 and 2013. 
It is hard to identify the attraction; the prison is 
in many parts dark, dirty and downright creepy. 
Even after standing in an unlit cell for a number of 
minutes, it can be difficult to take stock of what is 
there. With its empty, dank, multi-occupancy cells 
and execution chambers for the condemned, linked 
to lace-curtained officers’ quarters via a network of 
interlocked corridors, Patarei is the hollow corpse of 
a synthetic purgatory and hell. Yet, other parts are 
suffused with a quality of light that, when combined 
with the arched roof structures, evoke a church-like 
tranquillity and transcendence. Setting up a camera 
in this space, and taking long exposures, led me, 
through a process analogous to the development of 
a darkroom print, to glimpse something of the archi-
tecture’s latent imagery. 

Later, sifting through these images and combin-
ing different exposures to compress the extremities 
of tone, the idea of equivalence between this subject 
and the instrument employed to record it emerged. 
Some of these images, for example a picture of tiny 
aperture illuminating a deep, low-vaulted room, 
seemed simultaneously to depict one of Patarei’s 
cells, and evoke the experience of standing inside the 
camera lens itself.

In a number of photographs, the prison’s instru-
ments of observation and control (barred and grated 
windows, spy holes and feeding flaps) channel shafts 
or pools of light to reveal the detritus and dramatic 
settings of inmate cells, warders’ rooms, and the ‘inte-
rior design’ of institutional oppression; these images 
had in turn, been ‘captured’ through an analogous 
technology comprising lens shutter and chamber. 

Was this coincidence? Might I be indulging in an 
act of imaginative projection in associating images 
of fast cars and semi-naked girls ubiquitously pasted 
throughout the cells with the function of the camera 
obscura, or darkened room in which artists projected 
and traced inverted images in the days before 

photography, and from which the camera gained its 
name? Are the prison and the camera somehow inti-
mately entwined? Do they possess a common archi-
tecture, and possibly a common purpose? 

On the rare occasions that cameras have ‘fallen’ 
into inmate hands, their use has usually been offi-
cially sanctioned, and permitted only within pre-
defined limits1. Likewise, photo-journalists must 
work within the restrictions permitted by their 
host institutions. Consequently, the genre of ‘prison 
photography’ is extremely codified and restricted. 
Sexual intimacy, drug-taking, and violence among 
inmates are some of the many common aspects of 
everyday prison life that almost universally >
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evade the lens. Even well-intentioned journalists 
campaigning for improved conditions and recogni-
tion of human rights and prisoner dignity, frequently 
replace these images with others in which prison-
ers and imprisoners collude to reinforce pre-exist-
ing stereo-types, such as male prowess expressed 
through body-building, and female vulnerability 
through self-harm and nudity.

Other aspects of this genre emphasise the alien-
ated contact between prisoners and their visitors, 
and the ever-dominating symbols of authority and 
control through which the system maintains order.2 
But incarceration is not reserved for the prisoner’s 
body alone. Since the late nineteenth century, when 
the neutrally lit, front-and-side-on combination 
photograph, commonly called the mugshot, was 
developed by Alphonse Bertillon, police and custo-
dial institutions have employed a style of portrai-
ture that, by its very framing implies its subject’s 
guilt. The primary purpose of this brand of portrait 

is the long-term retention and objectification of its 
subject’s identity, achieved by the image’s confine-
ment, along with other personal data, in a folder that 
acts as a bureaucratic proxy for the custody of the 
individuals themselves. 

By the late twentieth century cameras 
were universally deployed throughout prison 
systems, and the more ‘modern’ the institu-
tion, the more ubiquitous and sophisticated the 
cameras. They no longer just passively record but 
are programmed to identify unusual behaviour, 
employing advanced technology using facial and 
gestural recognition. And, as an instrument of 
surveillance, this technology is gradually extending 
its domain throughout the ‘non-prison’ urban envi-
ronment, with the object of monitoring, recording 
and controlling the everyday behaviour of all who 
fall within its scope.

The prison is an invention as recent as the 
camera, and the two hold much in common. Fox-

‘Patarei is the hollow 
corpse of a synthetic 
purgatory and hell, 
suffused with a quality of 
light evoking a church-like 
tranquillity.’

Talbot’s earliest known negative, shows a view from 
within his house at Laycock Abbey. Its most distin-
guishing feature, as evidenced from the title, Latticed 
Window, is the network of gridded lead glazing, 
which simultaneously evokes a barred window and 
the view from within a camera. The picture was 
taken in 1835, the same year the British Parliament 
enacted the first significant prison reform legisla-
tion, establishing an independent inspectorate to 
monitor standards across the then privatised incar-
ceration system. Perhaps any linkage is purely coin-
cidental; as might be the correspondence between 
the high vantage point chosen for Niépce’s earliest 
successful photograph View from the Window at 
Le Gras (c. 1825-27), and the preferred ‘overview’ 
perspective of surveillance cameras. 

Likewise, we might speculate on the forces at 
play in 1888, that on the one hand led to the intro-
duction of Brazil’s Golden Law (abolishing the last 
great concentration of slavery in the New World), and 
on the other hand, to the birth of Kodak’s snapshot 
camera, accompanied by the freedom evoking slogan 
“You press the button - we do the rest.” Equally 
we might dismiss any correspondence between 
the guillotine and the camera shutter, though 
both achieve similar acts of democratising aristo-
cratic privileges (portraiture and beheading) via 
a remarkably similar mechanism.

But one common thread linking the technologies 
of photography and punishment that is not coinci-
dental is the Panopticon. Comprising a central watch-
tower encircled by a multi-storey edifice of cells with 
windows on their outer and inner faces, and solid 
walls to either side, Bentham’s design trapped its 

inhabitants in a space of permanent observation. Yet 
by use of a secret entry, and venetian blind screen, 
it granted invisibility to the viewer. As an architec-
ture designed to moderate behaviour, the Panopti-
con became a central model and metaphor for a new 
system of punishment intended to reform behaviour 
rather than extract revenge. But through its recourse 
to a technology that trapped its subject between two 
glass plates, it facilitated both practically and meta-
phorically, the creation of a camera-observed soci-
ety under permanent surveillance by an unseen and 
unknowable controller. 

Are the Patarei images isolated, or do other 
prison photographs reflect similarities between the 
systems of observation and control implicit in both 
cameras and incarceration? Parallels are evident in 
Lucinda Devlin’s photographs of death chambers 
in American penitentiaries (Omega Suite3), which 
present a series of dramatic compositions in which 
the essential technologies of execution;  a sealed 
lockable chamber, a chair awaiting its sitter, a clock, 
an observation window, are implicitly analogous 
to the photographic camera and studio. Similar 
echoes are found in Michael Kenna’s photographs 
of ‘preserved’ Nazi concentration camps4 and Maeve 
Berry’s photographs of the all-consuming flames 
within cremators5 (Incandescence).  

1 Spinelli, Angelo M. Life Behind Barbed Wire: The Secret WWII Photographs of 
Angelo Spinelli, New York: Fordham University Press, 2003. 
2 Prison Photography projects at www.prisonphotography.org/
3 Devlin, Lucinda. The Omega suites, London: Thames & Hudson, 2000. 
4 Kenna, Michael. Impossible to Forget: The Nazi Camps Fifty Years After. Tucson: 
Nazraeli, c2001. 
5 www.maeveberry.com/gallery_137233.html
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In Focus: Julia 
Fullerton-Batten
Interview by Frank Orthbandt

B
ritish-German photographer Julia Fullerton-Batten 
has been making an impact with the haunting, 
emotive, and cinematographic visual style that has 
become her trademark. She talks to fLIP about her 
2012 series ‘Mothers and Daughters’, her experi-
ences moving from an advertising background into 

art photography, and reflects on the difficulties experienced by 
emerging photographers today.

fLIP met Julia on her arrival back from Stockholm, where the 
most recent solo exhibition of her work has just opened.

Julia, ‘Mothers and Daughters’, one of my personal 
favourites of your work, has a great fit with the 
‘Connections’ theme of this issue because in this 
series you explore some complex relationships and 
emotional bonds of mothers and daughters and 
how they develop over time. Could you speak about 
the motivation and inspiration behind this work?
Yes of course. Mothers and Daughters relates very 
much to my life, the relationship that I had, and still 
have, with my mother as well as with my sisters. We 
were three close girls and then after a ten year gap, a 
brother arrived. The series also tells of the relation-
ship my mother had with her mother, and so each 
individual image tells its own specific story.

For the project, I shot real mothers and daugh-
ters rather than putting two strangers together. It 
was important to me that although models were 
acting my life and experiences, they should have a 
bond that would come across in the images. Once I 
found each pair I photographed them in their own 
homes, because I wanted them to be able to relax. 
I also felt that I needed homes specific enough to 
tell my story, so each individual image has different 
scenarios and people from different backgrounds 
and classes; some have the super large swimming 
pool, whereas others have smaller, more modest 
houses.

‘You need a strong belief 
in yourself and about what 
you want to say to the 
world’

The party is over >
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How did you go about finding your actors and 
pairs, given that the location is very important to 
the style of your images?
I collaborated very closely with a casting direc-
tor I’ve been working with for years who also owns 
a model agency. She put lots of ads and blogs out 
for this specific project, because I wanted to avoid 
using models that had been photographed many 
times before and who had considerable experience 
on photo shoots, because sometimes I am also seek-
ing that slight awkwardness when people are in front 
of the camera for the first time.

At the time of casting I still wasn’t 100% sure 
if photographing at their own home would work. I 
wanted to keep my distance from visualising their 
surroundings, so to begin with I sent my assistant to 
photograph every room, from every angle. As he was 
returning with the images, I began to think it could 
actually work well, as I found some of their living 
environments very interesting, and supportive of the 
stories I wanted to tell.

Perhaps they would have been fine coming to a 
different location, but when I originally looked for 
homes to photograph in I just didn’t find anything 
interesting and I liked the idea of going to their own 
environment. I guess it does make them more at ease, 
and I think they enjoyed not having to travel, as we 
came and captured them.

Your visual style obviously requires a lot of studio 
equipment. You must have been taking over their 
whole place.
I was a little worried, because you are right. I obvi-
ously use a lot of lighting and have two huge vans 
full of equipment and six assistants and stylists and 
hair and make-up artists. So we were not only using 
the room we were photographing in, but needed 
rooms for stylists and props, too. We also had to take 
power from the different sockets around the house 
and be careful that we did not have anything crash-
ing onto us. Ultimately, we ended up taking over the 
whole house and I did get a bit worried that one of 
the families might find it a little too much and ask us 
to leave. But all have been welcoming and we didn’t 
experience any problem.

On average, how long would one shoot take? It 
seems quite a production: the lighting, setting up 
of the scene and props. 
Just taking the equipment into the location takes 
about an hour, as there’s so much to bring in, and 
then the lighting and set up takes three to four hours.  
The shooting itself only takes about one hour but 
because there was only one environment per mother 
and daughter we then had to take everything down 
and drive to the next place. So, it is kind of one day 
per shoot. To a degree it’s the approach of an >

<
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advertising photographer, which is actually my 
background, where you spend all day concentrating 
on making this one image perfect. I suppose I still 
have it in me to approach shooting my personal work 
like that.

Interesting that you mention your commercial 
background in this context and how it shapes your 
approach to photography. Do you also have a back-
ground in art education? 
I studied photography, then moved to London to work 
as a photographic assistant and ended up assisting 
many different photographers, because I worked 
freelance for five years. This has naturally shaped 
my approach to photography. After winning the AOP 
(Assistants of Photographers) awards, a German 
agent began to represent me and within three months 
got me a big advertising campaign, which freed me 
up from having to assist anymore. But despite shoot-
ing large campaigns, I got frustrated with advertis-
ing because you’re always working to someone else’s 
layout. I still got a buzz from the production side of 
it but found the restrictions too much sometimes. 
They’d book me because they wanted my style, but 
then would start to change the feel. Sometimes we’d 
disagree on the results, but at the end of the day they 
are my clients and I have to do what they ask of me.

So the compromises you had to make in the 
commercial world hindered your own vision and 
development as photographer?
Yes, and often I’d shoot the client’s version and show 
enthusiasm even if I did not like the idea from the 
start. In some cases, if there was time after the offi-
cial shoot I’d photograph my own version, and some-

times wouldn’t want to have my name attached to 
the image that was ultimately used in the campaign.
How did you manage the switch from a success-
ful commercial to a fine art photographer - and to  
still be able to move between both genres? It must 
be incredibly difficult given the different percep-
tions and prejudices of both worlds. 
You are right, it’s very hard to become an art  
photographer when you come from a commercial 
background, because the art world looks down on it 
and disapproves of it. Personally, I don’t understand 
why, because if you’re passionate about photogra-
phy, then surely you want to take any kind of images, 
from editorial to advertising to your own personal 
projects. 

Winning the French HSBC award in 2005 with 
my first personal work, ‘Teenage Stories’ was what  
got me kick-started in art photography. When I 
entered I wasn’t aware quite how important it 
was. With this award you get published in France 
and also have five different exhibitions around  
the world, organised by well-known galleries.

This was obviously helpful to raising your profile in 
the art world and got you recognised and noticed.
Yes, people started seeing my work differently and 
slowly galleries became interested in represent-
ing me. My experience has been that if you are  
trying to get into the art world, the galleries don’t 
really like it if you approach them. They need to see 
your photography somewhere, then they approach 
you.

So you effectively need some form of representa-
tion before galleries start noticing you?
You nearly always need to have been interviewed, 
but also winning the right award helps and having 
your work seen in contexts other than advertising 
- for instance, I was commissioned by the NPG to 
shoot some portraits and that of course helped my 
career as an art photographer. I know many adver-
tising photographers who are trying desperately to 
get into the art world and it’s very hard, but at the 
same time advertising is becoming much looser. The 
definition widens.

So your experience is that both genres increas-
ingly blur? 
Yes, I definitely see a change, though art buyers still 
tell me I should do less commissions now they label 
me an art photographer. Their view is that now I’m in 
the art world, I’m not supposed to shoot any adver-
tising. Yet at the same time advertising buyers love 
seeing personal work in portfolios from advertising 
photographers.

Nowadays, how much do you actually shoot adver-
tising compared to personal projects?

I would say 90% of my time is spent on personal 
work at the moment. I normally shoot two personal 
projects a year, which is a lot. That is because of the 
thought process to begin with; you know how you 
want to express a particular idea, but the produc-
tion side takes such a long time. Usually, the shoot 
itself takes no more than three or four days, but of 
course by then everything is in place: the cast, the 
location, the styling. Beforehand, I visit the location 
sometimes two or three times, and since I am not 
very good at drawing I print out the set and place 
little stickers on top, describing how I am going to 
position everyone and what am I trying to say with 
each image. So there is a lot of planning, but then 
during the shoot you need to be open-minded enough 
to be flexible, in case your original idea doesn’t work.  

You have mentioned that your successful partici-
pation in photographic competitions has helped 
to further your career. You’ve also been nomi-
nated - not for the first time - for the recent Taylor 
Wessing portrait prize. What is your view on these 
kinds of competitions?
Interestingly, about six months ago I did a talk at 
the Photographers’ Gallery on the subject of entering 
photographic competitions. The one piece of advice 
I would have for emerging photographers is that it’s 
good to enter into competitions - as long as you enter 
the right ones. 

In the current environment it’s often quite diffi-
cult to decide which competitions are the right ones 
for your own photographic style.

You would go by who the judges are, because 
even if you don’t get into the competition or final 
selection, they might make a note of your name. 

‘Mothers and Daughters 
relates very much to my 
life, the relationship that I 
had, and still have, with my 
mother as well as with my 
sisters.’

Previous spread: top left, The 
Divorce; bottom left, Burning the 
past; right, Departure

This spread: left, Tokyo, Harajuku; 
right, Korea, Monsoon

>

<
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I have judged competitions as part of a wider 
panel and judges always make notes of people they 
like even if they do not get through. I have had my 
own experience of not being accepted but then later 
was approached for inclusion in an upcoming group 
show. 
You mean you would get approached outside the 
competition?
That’s right, but it’s true that you have to be care-
ful. I get emails nearly every day about new competi-
tions and I think for some promoters this is a way of 
making money. If there’s no final outcome other than 
publication on a little blog for instance, I feel there’s 

no point, unless the judges are good or the photog-
raphers from previous years have been successful. 
Another way to determine the value of a competition 
is to find out who has entered it in the past.

There are similar issues surrounding portfolio 
reviews. These seem to be offered everywhere now 
and often are a way of making money or subsidising 
smaller festivals, with limited value for the partici-
pant.

I personally did go to a portfolio review in Arles, 
and hadn’t been aware that they were choosing 
a winner to put on their big stage, to talk to other 
photographers about their work for 10 minutes. This 

was a fantastic opportunity. Portfolio reviews can 
be helpful if you are meeting the right people. I have 
given portfolio reviews and I would hope to think 
that for the participating photographers it has been 
worthwhile. 

So what would be your general advice for an emerg-
ing photographer in either commercial or fine art 
photography - or both? How do you get noticed?
It’s a tough world out there and now we are 
bombarded with images. When I was an assistant 
there weren’t that many of us around, so I was work-
ing constantly. Now there seem to be so many people 
wanting to become professional photographers that I 
think you need a strong belief in yourself. It’s fine to 
take inspiration from other photographers, but ulti-
mately you have to develop your own style, and not 
copy, otherwise you just won’t stand out. Of course 
it’s so hard to create something completely new and 
fresh, because there are so many images around.

Indeed. Sometimes it feels that everything has 
been done and we see repetition even at the very 
top levels… so it is difficult to distinguish yourself.
Absolutely, it is. But you have to follow your 
instincts and rather than go with what you think 
other people want to see, think about what you want 
to say to the world. As mentioned before, entering 
competitions helps. If you want to go into advertis-
ing, go and meet advertising agents. Attend the good 
portfolio reviews and talks. Get inspiration not only 
from photography, but from painting, cinema and 
other arts. Be open-minded. Even following all this 
advice, it is hard, but if you do make it as a photog-
rapher it can be a wonderful job. My experiences as 
an art photographer are amazing: you get invites, 
you do talks, you get recognition, and you see your 
work exhibited, beautifully printed and framed and 
in a beautiful space. And you end up travelling. Last 
year I went to Korea and Tokyo. It can be extremely 
rewarding. If you are passionate, you live and sleep 
and breathe everything photography and you have a 
good eye, then I think you can achieve it.

Julia, it’s been a pleasure. Many thanks for talk-
ing to us.

The images shown are from the series ‘Mothers and 
Daughters’, ‘Korea’, and ‘Tokyo’. Julia’s solo exhibi-
tion at Fotografisk, Stockholm, continues to 04/05/14 
and she will take part in the Nordic Light – Interna-
tional Festival of Photography, Kristiansund, in May 
2014. 

Follow her work on www.juliafullerton-batten.com

‘If you are passionate and 
you have a good eye, then 
I think you can achieve 
success.’

Korea, Ikebana
<
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The photograph that inspired me
by Paul Russell

T
he photograph I’ve chosen strikes me as a 
classic example of Tony Ray-Jones’ work 
– a candid black and white tableau burst-
ing at the seams with minor action. A 
simple description is that this is a peopled 

seaside scene of a promenade in the English town of 
Ramsgate.

The feature immediately catching the eye is 
a young, barefoot girl running down a short ramp 
from the promenade towards the beach. But, as with 
many of Ray-Jones’ shots, there’s rather a lot going 
on within the frame. In fact, I count 12 people in 
all, and two dogs (one prominent and unleashed on 
the ramp), arranged over four rising stages – from 
front to back are ramp, steps, promenade and kiosk. 
These different levels prove a convenient device to 
segment and organise different groupings of charac-
ters, near, yet apart. And where there are steps, there 
are always photographic possibilities…

The ramp that the little girl is running down is 
positioned centrally in the photo, and sitting on the 
steps to the left of the ramp is a couple in their thir-
ties, quite smartly dressed for the beach by present-
day standards. Then back a bit and sitting on the 
prom directly behind the ramp with her legs stretch-
ing down the steps, a mother peers at a baby in a 
pram. To her right sits an older lady and a dog with 
a black eye-patch; possibly a family – baby, mother, 
grandmother and their dog?

Finally, there is a back layer of people spread 
out along the prom – a lone man who has snuck 
conveniently into the left-hand edge of the photo, 
in the centre an incidental couple behind the pram 
grouping, and to the right a mother and her son, who 
is testing out his climbing skills against the beach 
kiosk. Two pairs of discarded shoes capture that 
sense of mild abandon that can overtake us at the 
sight of the beach.

This image first impinged itself onto my febrile 
visual cortex around 2004. I’d been aware of Ray-
Jones’ photos long before but the media interest 
that surrounded the 2004 National Media Museum 

retrospective exhibition and excellent accompanying 
publication by Russell Roberts made me examine his 
work in a more considered manner.

Looking at Ray-Jones’ pictures such as 
Ramsgate confirmed my suspicions that complex 
compositions that let your eye wander haphazardly 
round the frame could work well in photography. 
Of course, this has always been the case for paint-
ings – no-one suggests that there’s way too much 
going on in Velázquez’s Las Meninas or the paint-
ings of Bosch, Hogarth and Bruegel. But sometimes 
in photography you come up against the strange idea 
that there should be one, really obvious subject in 
the picture and that all ‘extraneous detail’ should 
be excised (a philosophy still favoured by Daily Mail 
picture editors).

Given the number of moving elements being 
juggled here, there are so many ways this candid 
photo could have gone wrong, but there are no 
violent clashes, and the complex forms fit together 
beautifully. We are left with a multi-element piece 
where relationships are fluid and uncertain, and – as 
always – there is the question of how much of this 
photo is about the photographer and how much is 
about the people within the frame. As Bob Dylan 
said about writing the song Tangled up in Blue, “I 
was just trying to make it like a painting where you 
can see the different parts but then you also see the 
whole of it ... and you’re never quite sure if the third 
person is talking or the first person is talking. But as 
you look at the whole thing, it really doesn’t matter.”
Unlike much street or documentary photography, 
there is no single amazing event here to marvel at. 
Like many of Ray-Jones’ best pictures it is a collec-
tion of quotidian characters and events miraculously 
elevated to the quietly beautiful by means of good, 
balanced composition. We can return to these photos 
again and again to find something new, ponder the 
relationships between protagonists, and delight in 
Ray-Jones’ unique visual choreography.

To view this image go to http://bit.ly/1eGalFa

Ramsgate, c. 1967, Tony Ray-Jones

how we see
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Title Image a m glasheen ‘Excalibur Dis-Connected’ Some time after the 

ending of the London Villages Project; I revisited the Excalibur Prefab Estate 

to take some post-project photographs and was struck by the prolifera-

tion of dis-connecting and divisive elements in what had been such a close 

community.

2 mandy williams: From Riverbed Stories 2014, a series documenting the 

polluted riverbeds in Erith, South London. These images concentrate on the 

mattresses that lie semi-submerged in water, or abandoned in the grass along 

the banks. They remind us of past intimacies and human presence, traditional 

domestic symbols transplanted to a contemporary landscape.

3-5 Diana farina: Bad Dog; Play Time; Butterfly Crucifix. This project is 

inspired/influenced by Frederich Shcnack’s book ‘Beauty of Animals.’ It’s a 

book about how people have placed animals into two categories: useful and 

useless; useful being animals used for farming, as pets or fashion and useless 

being pests, such as insects, rats, pigeons etc. He was particularly interested 

on how they can move from one category to another depending on their 

‘worth’ within the human population.  ‘Useful and Useless’ is a reflection of the 

domestication of wild animals and how they can be used and incorporated 

within our lifestyles, whether for decorative purposes, as a companion, as a 

conversation starter or simply to have a connection with nature that we may 

be subconsciously be pining for - a connection we once shared before we 

lived a life of comfort and convenience.

6&7 anne Clements: French Connection 1 &2 from the series French 
Connection. I took these photographs in Arles last summer whilst attending a 

photography workshop during the annual festival. I was given the task of going 

into the streets of Arles to photograph two people, who were unaware of 

my camera, and making some kind of connection. This was a surprisingly tough 

assignment. In the summer Arles is over-run by tourists, which made finding 

raw street life difficult.   As a result, I have a new respect and admiration for 

the tenacity of street photographers!

8 Simone fisher (Public) Intimacy
9&10 geoff Titley Two Men Passing and The Picnic are from the series For 
the Moment. Today, whether we are in a social situation or on our own, we’re 

able to make connections that take us out of the moment, away from the 

physical place we’re in, to a virtual space. As our tools evolve we find new 

ways to index our lives virtually. The digital camera in all its formats is a key 

tool. In For the Moment, as well as presenting observations of social behaviour, 

I have aimed to incorporate characteristics that the digital medium affords 

photography.

11 CJ Crossland untitled
12 Simone fisher Larnaca, Cyprus

13 Craig Stevenson Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris

14-16 yoav friedländer The Dead Sea (2013), Manhattan (Forest Park, 

Queens NY 2013); Lost Inherited Memories (Forest Park, Queens NY 2012)

17 Jonathan Davies Extension Lead,  from the series Homes and Interiors. 
18&19 pauline lord The towpath of the Regents Canal runs past the end 

of my back yard. The canal connects far to the east of London through the 

Lea Valley, to the midlands through the Grand Union Canal, and the people 

on these narrow boats, connected for the moment by their fragile mooring 

ropes to the towpath, depending on connection to water and electricity 

supplies, will follow those connections. These images are part of a long-term, 

intermittent, leisurely photographic project rather like the journeys of the 

narrow boats, charting my involvement over many years, photographing for 

the Angel Canal Festival, wandering along the towpath, and daydreaming.

20&21 mark adams View from the Calder & Hebble Navigation, Copley, 

Yorkshire, UK & Cemetery, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA

22 anne Crabbe, Connecting with Rodin.
23 gordana Johnson, Connecting with the past, Quito’s way. In one of 

Quito’s Plazas the huge panels with the photographs depict the people and life 

in Ecuador going back more than 150 years. In this way the past is connected 

with the present in both an entertaining and thought provoking manner.

24-27 Nadia maria Vacuum was inspired by the melancholy, emptiness, 

constant deconstruction and reconstruction of ourselves; the time at which 

the body merges with the environment and we no longer know where each 

begins and ends. This series is a phase of deconstruction and transformation. 

It’s all about experiments, games and involvement with  

the camera, with the image - and the feelings within ourselves. 

28&29 kinez riza, The Deer & The Carp (both 2013), from the series 

Edens, which explores the implications of mythology, symbology and iconology 

in ‘primitive’ worldviews. Following Claude Levi-Strauss’ claims in ‘Myth and 
Meaning’, the narratives attempt to portray the use of myths and legends 

as effective lines of discourse in understanding knowledge. As much as it 

references myths and legends of a more ‘primitive’ society, the nature of 

such storytelling is a repetitive human trait that exists to this day. Kinez Riza 

attempts to convey visual representations of myths and legends in constructed 

narratives, highlighting the tension between fantasy and reality. Growing 

tensions between the artist’s rationale and intuition is portrayed in the identifi-

able presence of the artist as the observer whose perception has an effect on 

the subject of her investigation. In identifying myths and legends from various 

places, she has unknowingly implemented in her own narrative structures and 

her sense of self as she strives to understand the correlations between each 

myths. This is  symbolized through the deer and the moth that make appear-

ances through the series.

The theme for the next issue is vINTagE www.londonphotogra-
phy.org.uk/submit
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As a photographer, I’m 
interested in exploring 
the notion of gesture, 
and drawn to the inti-

mate details and the often private 
moments of people within public 
spaces. The Fervour series is an 
intense and close up exploration 
of the gestures and performance 
of couples connected in dance – 
exploring the tension between 
reality and the stereotype of men 
leading women in dance.

I position my work as ‘poetic 
documentary’, my aim being 
to create images that combine 
beauty and realism. In this series 
I developed a distinctive visual 
aesthetic that relied on the use 
of off-camera flash. A wide-angle 
lens enabled physical closeness to 
the subjects – and the tight fram-
ing and cropping helped focus 
the viewer on the gesture and the 
graphic figuration of the couples, 
rather than on the setting.

I used hand-held flash to 
carve and sculpt the images - 
and selective lighting to create 
intrigue through what is revealed 
in the highlights and concealed 
in the shadows. The flash also 
helped obscure the identity of the 
subjects, thus leaving the viewer 
to imagine what had been hidden 
– and by highlighting minute 
details and the texture of skin and 
fabric, it emphasised the close-
ness of the subjects to the viewer.

Visual references were made 
to a number of artists, including 
David Moore, in particular his 
Velvet Arena series, and Barbara 
Crane’s Private Lives. Like Crane, 
I did not constrain myself by 
agonising over technicalities 
such as exposure, but allowed the 
concept and overall aesthetic to 
be key.

Developing this idea of 
connecting couples further, I went 
on to make the Embrace series, 
a photographic exploration of 
couples embracing in a kiss. In 
this work I tried to capture the 
tension between the stereotypi-
cal romantic kiss and the kiss in 
reality, and to create images on 
the borderline between alluring 
fantasy and a more down-to-earth 
realism.

ExpOSurE

‘I position my 
work as ‘poetic 
documentary’, 
my aim being to 
create images that 
combine beauty 
and realism.’

Fervour
by Heather Shuker

ExhIBITION rEvIEw

Giacomo Brunelli:  
Eternal London
by Ingrid Newton

  

The streets of London 
feature in a new body of 
work by Italian photog-
rapher Giacomo Brunelli 

currently showing at the Photog-
raphers’ Gallery. Eternal London, 
shot using black and white film 
over a period of two years from 
2012-2014, has been specially 
commissioned by the Photog-
raphers’ Gallery, following the 
success of his critically acclaimed 
series The Animals.

The title stems from a line by 
Irish poet Thomas Moore – “Go 
where we may, rest where we will, 

Eternal London haunts us still”. In 
The Animals (2005-2009) Brunelli 
photographed animals in a ‘street 
photography’ style, pushing the 
lens to its closest point of focus, 
often almost touching the subject 
and capturing a fleeting moment 
of reaction.  The resulting images 
are haunting and striking, and 
have an immediacy which is very 
dramatic.

Although the subject matter 
and locations are quite different in 
this new series, the photographs 
are shot in a similar way to his 
previous work, using his distinc-

tive film-noir aesthetic to create a 
unique and evocative view of the 
city. It is street photography but 
not in the contemporary vein. This 
is a London devoid of traffic and 
crowds, a mysterious, haunted 
place with the fevered and claus-
trophobic atmosphere of a black 
and white 1940s film.

Using the same camera that he 
used for The Animals (his father’s 
35mm Japanese Miranda Senso-
mat from the 1960s), Brunelli 
takes his photographs during 
daily early morning walks. Work-
ing in classic street photog- >

Untitled from the series Eternal London, 2012-2013 © Giacomo Brunelli, Courtesy The Photographers’ Gallery, London
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and off kilter.
All photographs are limited-

edition silver gelatin prints - at 
relatively modest sizes by today’s 
standards - meticulously hand-
printed by Brunelli himself. 

A book of the series published 
by Dewi Lewis will be released 
to coincide with the exhibition 
opening and will be available 
to purchase from The Photogra-
phers’ Gallery Bookshop. Until 27 
April 2014 at the Print Sales Room, 
The Photographers’ Gallery, 16-18 
Ramillies St, London W1F 7LW 

rapher mode, he chooses at 
random a person to follow before 
focusing his camera on them. He 
works discreetly, often using a 
removable viewfinder, enabling 
him to photograph his subjects 
from waist height or other 
unusual angles, such as directly 
from behind, or in extreme close-
up. He protects their anonymity 
by obscuring their faces while 
exploiting light, shadow and 
contrast to imbue his images with 
dramatic atmosphere and a feel-
ing of claustrophobia.

Amongst the images, we see 
silhouettes of people and animals, 
fragments of statues and close-
ups of legs and feet; anonymous 
figures moving about the city, the 
backs of their heads silhouetted 
against famous landmarks. The 
bowed and bent statue of Winston 
Churchill is depicted alongside 
a barely discernible Big Ben, a 
dog plunges headlong into the 
Thames, and a woman’s bright 
blonde hair is highlighted against 
the shadowy silhouette of Tower 
Bridge. Odd angles and reflec-
tions, dark and brooding skies, 
hazy out of focus backgrounds 
all add to the uncanny, secretive 
ambience where the familiar terri-
tory of the city is rendered strange 

‘Brunelli uses his 
distinctive film-
noir aesthetic to 
create a unique 
and evocative view 
of the city. It is 
street photography 
but not in the 
contemporary vein.’

almost entirely of black and white still 
photographs. This important exhibition 
looks at Marker’s prolific career and 
considers his influence on contemporary 
British art and artists and will feature 
his many films and photographs. 16 Apr 
– 22 June at Whitechapel Gallery, 77-82 
Whitechapel High Street, London E1 7QX

Dennis hopper: The lost album. 
Dennis Hopper, the american film 
actor and director, was a keen artist 
and he took up photography inten-
sively from 1961 – 1967, documenting 
america’s cultural and social life. This 
exhibition will bring together over 400 
photographs, discovered after his death 
in 2010 and featuring iconic portraits 
of artists and actors, including Robert 
Rauschenberg, andy warhol and Paul 
Newman, alongside shots of historic 
social and political events such as Martin 
Luther King’s march from Selma to 
Montgomery in 1965. 26 June – 25 Aug 
at Royal Academy of Arts, 6 Burlington 
Gardens, London W1S 3ET

a history of photography: v&a. 
The Photographs Gallery draws upon 
the V&a’s internationally renowned 
collection and chronicles the history 
of photography from the 1840s up to 
the present day. This rehang of the 

Boomoon. Since the 1980s South 
Korean photographer Boomoon has 
been engaging with the landscape as a 
means of self-reflection, producing large-
format photographs of vast expanses 
of sea, sky and land. Devoid of human 
presence, the central emphasis of his 
work is the experience of the infinity 
of nature and the representation of its 
presence. Until 5 Apr at Flowers Gallery, 
21 Cork Street, London W1S 3LZ

Sarah moon: about Colour. almost 
thirty years of image making has made 
Sarah Moon a legend in her own life-
time. well known for her personalised 
commercial and editorial work since 
the early 1970s, Moon has continued 
to investigate a dream world of her 
own invention, without repetition or 
compromise. The exhibition brings 
together new, old and unseen works, 
photographed exclusively in colour. Until 
5 Apr at Michael Hoppen Gallery, 3 Jubilee 
Place, London SW3 3TD

lucas foglia: frontcountry. 
Between 2006 and 2013, Lucas Foglia 
travelled throughout rural Idaho, 
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, 
Texas, and wyoming, some of the 
least populated regions in the United 
States. Frontcountry is a photographic 
account of people living in the midst of 
a mining boom that is transforming the 
modern american west. 27 Mar - 10 
Apr at Michael Hoppen Contemporary, 3 
Jubilee Place, London SW3 3TD

Darren almond: To leave a 
light Impression. an exhibition of 
new work by Darren almond including 
photographs from the Fullmoon and 
Present Form series as well as a group 
of small-scale bronze sculptures. The 
‘Fullmoon’ series of photographs, which 
have taken almond to every continent 
over a period of 13 years, are taken 
under the light of a full moon using long 
exposure, enabling details undetectable 
to the human eye to be revealed. For 
works in this show he has travelled to 
Patagonia, Tasmania, Cape Verde and 
the Outer Hebrides. while depicting 
disparate lands, the works all embody 
almond’s interest in time, both as an 
actual, lived experience as well as a 
cultural and historical construct. Until 13 
Apr at White Cube, 144 – 152 Bermond-
sey Street, London SE1 3TQ

under the Influence: John Deakin 
and the lure of Soho. an exhibi-
tion exploring the hidden corners and 
colourful characters of 1950s and early 
60s London Soho. Considered to be 
one of the greatest post-war British 
photographers, Deakin was renowned 
for his penetrating portraits, haunting 
street scenes and striking fashion work. 
The exhibition includes rarely seen 
and unshown works including portraits 
of the painters Lucian Freud, Frank 
auerbach and Francis Bacon, the writ-
ers Dylan Thomas, Daniel Farson and 
Jeffrey Bernard, the celebrated beauty 
and artist’s model Henrietta Moraes and 
Muriel Belcher, proprietor of the fabled 
drinking den The Colony Room. 11 
Apr – 13 Jul at The Photographers’ Gallery, 
16-18 Ramillies St, London W1F 7LW

Deutsche Börse prize. Now in its 
seventeenth year, the Deutsche Börse 
Photography Prize 2014 rewards a living 
photographer, of any nationality, for 
a specific body of work in an exhibi-
tion or publication format, which has 
significantly contributed to photography 
in Europe between 1 October 2012 
and 30 September 2013. This year’s 
finalists are alberto Garcia-alix, Jochen 
Lempert, Lorna Simpson and Richard 
Mosse. 11 Apr – 22 June at The Photogra-
phers’ Gallery, 16-18 Ramillies St, London 
W1F 7LW

Chris marker. Chris Marker is widely 
acknowledged as the finest exponent 
of the ‘essay film’ and is best known as 
the director of over 60 films. His most 
celebrated work La Jetée (The Pier, 
1962) imagines a Paris devastated by 
nuclear catastrophe and is composed 

George Chasing Wildfires, Eureka, Nevada 2012. © Lucas Foglia, courtesy Michael Hoppen 
Contemporary

John Deakin, Girl in Café, late 1950s. © The John Deakin Archive

ExhIBITION rEvIEw
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Untitled from the series Eternal London, 2012-2013 © Giacomo Brunelli,
Courtesy The Photographers’ Gallery, London
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erdale House Competition 2013. The 
exhibition focuses on three elements of 
the stunning landscapes of the southwest 
US, and nature’s play in creating anthro-
pomorphic sculptures. 19 March – 6 
April 2014 at Lauderdale House, Waterlow 
Park, London N6 5HG

peter herbert & Eugene ryder 
in loudest whispers. Loudest 
whispers 2014 is a group mixed media 
exhibition curated by LIP member Peter 
Herbert, who is showing work along 
with fellow member Eugene Ryder. Part 
of LGBT History Month, celebrating 
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered 
communities, the exhibition themes 
are ‘identity’ and celebrating the LGBT 
contribution to music. Until 10 April 
2014 at Conference Centre Gallery, St 
Pancras Hospital, London NW1 0PE

angus D Birditt: vagrant Series. 
a sequence of photographs that aims 
to expose the fickleness of human 
perception, and challenge its psycho-
logical nature. The conclusion of each 
photograph is not to judge its aesthetic 
appearance, but to consider the assump-
tion that the subject exhibited is height-
ened due to its subsequent presentation 
and situation. The series intends to 
bring to light the idea behind the human 
psychology acclimatising its perception 
to a situation. 22 April – 5 May 2014 at 
The Brick Lane Gallery/The Annexe Gallery, 
London E1 6SA

permanent display shows works by key 
figures in photographic history and also 
showcases a number of exciting new 
acquisitions. Until 17 Jan 2015, free in 
Photographs Room 100, V&A, Cromwell 
Road, London SW7 2RL

atlas: Collected works – 20 
years in photography. Showcas-
ing key photographers and landmark 
acquisitions in the gallery’s two 
decades dealing in important vintage 
and contemporary photographs. From 
early vintage prints by Robert Capa and 
william Klein to contemporary works 
by Paolo Ventura and Nick Brandt. Until 
26 April at Atlas Gallery, 49 Dorset St, 
London W1U 

2014 Sony world photography 
awards. The Sony world Photog-
raphy awards is one of the world’s 
leading photography competitions. 
Reflecting the very best international 
contemporary photography from the 
last year, the exhibition showcases 
the winning and shortlisted photogra-
phers from 139,000 submissions from 
across all disciplines, from fine art to 
photojournalism to lifestyle. 1-18 May 
at Somerset House, Strand, London WC2R 
1LA

Still life and Death. an exhibition 
of two German still life photographers - 
Karl Blossfeldt and Hendrik Faure. Both 
working in alternative processes, the 
exhibition will explore their works both 
personally and intellectually. Until 12 
April at L A Noble Gallery, Maybe A Vole, 
51 King Henry’s Walk, London N1 4NH 

andreas gursky. 14 April – 14 June 
at Sprueth Magers, 7A Grafton St, London 
W1S 4EJ

30 April – 6 July at White Cube, 144-152 
Bermondsey St, London SE1 3TQ

Capa: Europe 1943-1945, a Collec-
tion of Vintage Prints 4 April – 10 May 
at Daniel Blau, 51 Hoxton Square, London 
N1 6PB

John pantlin: photographing the 
mid-century home. John Pantlin 
worked extensively for the architectural 
press in the 1950s and 1960s. This small 
exhibition focuses on his domestic inte-
riors, providing an opportunity to look 
more closely at British post-war design. 
Until 29th June at the Geffrye Museum, 
Kingsland Road, London E2 8EA

lIp’s 26th annual Exhibition  
a new venue has been found for this 
year’s exhibition. Larger and better 
shaped than the one previously used, it 
offers more scope in terms of how we 
define the broad parameters for work 
submitted for consideration by our 
selectors. Details are currently being 
finalised by our Exhibition Organiser and 
the Committee and will then be publi-
cised. Exhibition dates are 21st Oct - 2nd 
Nov 2014 and details of the submission 
process and guidelines will be shared soon.

Looking for volunteers to take part 
in a pecha kucha photo forum. 
Pecha Kucha, which translates loosely 
as ‘chit chat’ in Japanese, is a presenta-
tion style in which 20 slides are shown 
for 20 seconds each. Six minutes and 
40 seconds in total plus 2 minutes to 
introduce yourself and style of work. 
The first one of these will take place in 
March in a central venue. I would like 8 
-10 volunteers. Please contact Lizzie Brown 
at lizziebrown1@mac.com

Chris Brock: heaven and hell. an 
amalgamation of two complimentary 
projects – A Swelter of Saints and You 
Should Get Out More, and a tongue-in-
cheek look at concepts of good and evil. 
Until  5 Apr 2014 at Boxpark, London E1

gordana Johnson: Sand wood 
Stone. Sand wood Stone is Gordana’s 
solo exhibition, awarded for being the 
general and overall winner of the Laud-

mEmBErS’ ExhIBITIONS

Chris Brock photo Gordana Johnson photo

Swanscombe 
in Goldsmiths
by Peter Luck

  

During its year long devel-
opment, the Swanscombe 
Project has appeared here 
twice before: a Letter 

from Swanscombe and Sabes 
Sugunasabesan’s Character of 
a Land. Following the project’s 
completion, it has had a tiny exhi-
bition in the Asda store at Green-
hithe, next to Swanscombe Marsh, 
and its main showing in Gold-
smiths College will be in April.

The idea of the project grew 
from a concern at the disappear-
ance of industrial heritage, the 
lack of value put on this essential, 
formative part of our history, an 
acute instance of cultural amne-
sia, and speculation as to what 
photography can or can’t show 
of the workings of capital in the 
making and unmaking of an envi-
ronment. The result has been a 
band of sixteen photographers 
working over a year to document 
their own reactions to the post-
industrial landscape of Swans-
combe Marsh, a zone of cement 
industry remains, contaminated 
landfill and pylons, but also reed 
beds, grazing land, moorings and 
tracts of surprising quiet beauty. 

Alongside this we have 
researched some of the history of 
the marsh – how it comes to be 
as it is, and the futures recently 
proposed for it – not least the 
theme park development which, 
if approved, will obliterate most 
of this landscape. The showing at 
Greenhithe has brought us greater 
awareness of local feeling includ-
ing a determination to be thought 
of as somewhere, not just a devel-
opment opportunity, a candidate 

for the (re)generation industry.
At the time of writing we don’t 

know exactly what will be shown 
in April but our response has been 
hugely varied: mostly colour, 
some black and white (Peter Luck, 
Sabes, John Levett, Trevor Crone); 
formats from square (Ingrid 
Newton) to Xpan (Peter Luck); 
approaches to subject have ranged 
from documentary overviews 
(Mike Seaborne) to more personal 
selections of detail (Lesley Brew’s 
plant portraits, Sabes’ floorscapes, 
John Whitfield’s elegant still 
lifes). Some have concentrated 
on areas (Anthony Palmer at the 
moorings, Denis Galvin at the 
approach roads). Some worked 
with chance (John Levett’s use of 
outdated film stock, Simon Head 
and Nick Scammell’s I-Ching 
based work). I haven’t mentioned 
everyone but between us I believe 
we have captured at least some of 
the variety of this landscape, and 
have shown that this is far from 
the wasteland that commercial 
rhetoric might have us believe.

The exhibition runs from 23rd 
April to 4th May in the atrium of 
the New Academic Building at 
Goldsmiths College in New Cross 
SE14. Our blog is found here:
http://theswanscombeproject.
wordpress.com

Mike Seaborne photo
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What ties us to the place we live? 
What defines our sense of belong-
ing, our connection to the land 
and community where we live? We 
each have a personal association 
with our environment, but viewed 
objectively, what remains once 
we leave this space that means 
so much to us?  What traces do 
we leave after we’ve gone? What 
impact on our surroundings? 

Ingrid explores these funda-
mental questions as she considers 
leaving her home of twenty years 
behind – and as she attempts to 
understand her sense of the place, 
her connections to a landscape 
shared with others now departed, 
moved away or died. 

There are two distinct parts to 
the work: ‘Inside Out’ represents 
family life’s connection with the 
environment, whereas ‘Outside 
In’ reverses the concept, bring-
ing nature into the house. ‘Inside 
out’ uses metaphors to repre-

Leaving Home
Ingrid Newton 

Self-published,  
distributed via blurb

Also focusing on nature and our 
connection to our environment, 
Christiane follows a different 
approach in her collection of 
images Verge. During her autumn 
walks along the London canals, 
she seeks out and photographs 
the overlooked plants growing on 
the margin, often dead or decay-
ing. She focuses on their fragil-
ity, their gentle lines formed by 
the wind, while simultaneously 
demonstrating their resilience 
and resistance. 

The series follows a cata-
loguing approach, underpinned 
by a publishing format akin to a 
notebook. The images play with 
perspective, distortion, colour 
and distance, and with creating 
suddenly unexpected beauty and 
shift of context.

Like its subject matter, these 
images are quiet and guarded, 
and only reveal their narrative 
as one moves through the book, 
an evidence of its compelling 
sequencing.

What is it about people looking at 
art that makes them so interest-
ing? Are they less self-conscious 
about their appearance whilst 
engaging with art or enjoying 
some sensual or emotional aspect 
of it? Are they sufficiently trans-
ported out of the present to ignore 
their immediate surroundings? 
Alan McQuillan explores this 
notion in his fourth book.

Applying street photogra-
phy techniques to art spaces and 
observing body language and 
expressions of fellow viewers 
whilst they linger, peer and pose 
in front of artwork, he shows that 
when absorbed in contemplating 
the work, unwittingly and unself-
consciously, we reveal something 
of ourselves, and how we visibly 
connect with and often physically 
embrace pieces of art whilst we 
are watching.

Concentrating on art in a 
broad range of contexts - galler-
ies and museums, street art, and 
other genres such as painting and 
sculpture - he concludes in his 
images that regardless of which 
pieces of art we are engaging 
with, our reactions are visible and 
immediate.

Alan’s book is proof that art 
remains a source of inspiration, 
and at its best it offers challenge 
and seduction, triggering a visible 
reaction.

BACKFLIPBACKFLIP
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Looking at Art:  
People Looking at Art 
alan McQuillan 

Self-published, 
distributed via blurb

There is nobody here
Nicholas Cobb 
 
Published and distributed in newspaper 
form and available as free ebook via 
iTunes and the artist’s website  
www.nickcobb.co.uk

Verge Autumn 2013
Christiane Zschommler 
 
Self-published,  
distributed via Photobox

Admittedly, being a fan of Nick’s 
imagined and constructed reali-
ties, I was very much looking 
forward to reviewing his new 
work, published to coincide with 
the annual World Economic 
Forum in Davos in January 2014.  
With every year of its existence, 
this event develops an increasing 
public perception as a meeting 

‘Visually stunning 
with monochrome 
aesthetics’

workshops at photofusion 
17a Electric Lane, London Sw9 8La 
(nearest tube Brixton)

Studio lighting, with paul Ellis 
Saturday 5th April, 10.30am - 5.30pm 
(45-minute lunch). Cost: £60 LIP Member. 
10 places

Studio lighting isn’t rocket science, it’s 
actually quite straightforward. Come 
and learn how to build lighting up from 
the key light, to the fill light, to the effect 
light, how to light backgrounds, the 
relationship between the subject F-stop 
and the background F-stop, how to use 
a handheld light meter, how to meter 
correctly, and other useful techniques. 

f-word: using flash for location 
work, with paul Ellis, Saturday 26th 
April, 10.30am - 5.30pm (45-minute 
lunch). Cost: £50 LIP Member. 10 places

Photographers often find flashguns 
intimidating but this hands-on workshop 
demonstrates that getting to grips with 
them is more straightforward than you 
think! Using practical scenarios, you’ll 
quickly learn how to use your flashgun 
in TTL and Manual mode, bounce the 
flash, balance flash with daylight, use 
flash exposure compensation with 
camera exposure compensation – and 
more. NB. aimed primarily at digital 
Nikon and Canon camera users. Others 
can attend, but should advise Paul in 
advance which flashgun they use.

using a pinhole camera, with paul 
Ellis, Saturday 24th May, 10.30am - 
5.30pm (45 minute lunch). Cost: £75 LIP 
Member. 8 places

Create beautiful ephemeral and timeless 
photographs at this one-day pinhole 
photography workshop, which includes 
a beautifully designed Ilford Obscura 
5×4 pinhole camera, worth £70, with 
everything you need to get started 
in the wonderful world of pinhole 
photography. you’ll learn how to load 
the film and paper, calculate the correct 
exposure, process the film and paper 
in the darkroom - and how to print an 
enlarged image.

Bonus: Participants in any of these 
courses will receive a 50% discount on 
the annual Photofusion membership 
(£25 instead of £50).

Two future workshops for LIP members 
at Photofusion: Video using DSLR and Still 
Moving Photo Films

wOrkShOpS & EvENTS

point of the business and politi-
cal elite, in an idyllic and luxuri-
ous setting, where global politics 
and issues drift into small talk at 
champagne receptions. 

Nick reflects on the growing 
public unease with this media 
event in his very own visual style 
of narrative, figuration, modelling 
and photography. He recreates 
the conference centre, a Swiss 
idyll, using it as stage and back-
drop for giant skeletons to amuse 
themselves partying, dancing 
and embracing. All tableaux are 
visually stunning in their mono-
chrome aesthetics and work as 
individual images as well as in the 
wider and more serious narrative 
of this work. Yet, despite the seri-
ousness of the underlying topic, 
this is a very individual, idiosyn-
cratic and humorous protest sent 
from Peckham to Davos.

sent family life but the resultant 
images are not always idyllic or 
harmonic; there is a threaten-
ing and unsettling undercurrent: 
a chair that does not necessarily 
invite one to stay, a girl’s dress, 
at first glance hanging care-
lessly in the wind, is on closer 
look attached to barbed wire.  A 
similar approach dominates the 
‘outside in’ section, where objects 
found in the landscape are placed 
inside the family home, creating 
a feeling of beauty and calm, yet 
also a displacement and shifting 
sense of belonging.

Ingrid’s aim is to create a 
personal mark in the environment, 
creating a photographic record 
that visualises the inner connec-
tion and personal importance of 
space. With this immaculately 
and consistently executed series, 
she has created an impressive 
body of work full of complexities 
and unsettling calmness.
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BOOk rECOmmENDaTIONS By laura NOBlE

why the ‘fugue state’ in which 
Etheridge chooses to operate 
defies description and/or narra-
tion as each subject overlaps the 
other. 

The uneasy feeling I am left 
with is an admiration of his 
confidence and a compulsion 
to reject it. This definition of 
appalling attraction possibly 
encompasses the American life 
that he chooses to expose in 
varying degrees of superficial-
ity and depth. Repeated viewing 
does much to join the dots and 
connections between the vari-
ety of aesthetics and ideas on 
display. I imagine this bravura 
of storytelling would work 
well as an installation. I would 
not say that I am a convert to 
the new school of synthetic 
photography, but I’m definitely 
intrigued by it.

Saying that I can’t decide 
whether I love or hate this book 
is perhaps a strange way to 
begin a book recommendation, 
but it is an honest one. There 
are things I like about Sacrifice 
Your Body and things I don’t. 
All made in western Palm Beach 
County, it features such random 
subjects as a discarded Chanel 
fashion shoot, still life shots, 
collages, snapshots - and docu-
ments the retrieval of Ether-
idge’s own Durango SUV from a 
canal. 

This mishmash of styles 
and stories - we are told via a 
press release - is known as ‘the 
new school of synthetic photog-
raphy’. I’ve yet to come across  
this school and can find no 
reference to it elsewhere – but 
am sure I’ve seen it many times 
before. This in itself may explain 

Roe Etheridge
Sacrifice your Body
Mack
£40 Flexibound embossed  
hardcover

Travelling over 60,000 miles 
across the South Atlantic to the 
remaining British Overseas Terri-
tories of St. Helena, Ascension 
Island, Tristan da Cunha and the 
Falkland Islands, Jon Tonks’ six-
year Empire project has finally 
been published as a beautiful 
book. Whilst giving an informa-
tive and fascinating glimpse into 
the relics of the once great Brit-
ish Empire, Tonks also reveals 
his commitment to the project in 
the Afterword - which I strongly 
recommend that you read first. 

Despite the remoteness of 
these lands, each still bears an 
inexorable ‘Britishness’ that is 
bizarre yet fascinating. A gnome 
garden, a kitsch fireplace and a 
lollipop man all make appear-
ances before Tonks’ lens. The short 
histories, which appear through-
out and the detailed captions to 
his images lead you deeper into 
the private and public worlds of 
these extraordinary places. By 
utilising the anecdotes of island-
ers coupled with Tonks imagery 
the strange realities of their lives 
really shine through. Domestic and 

economic concerns are revealed 
with obstacles such as having to 
build a property to live in as there 
are none to buy or rent on Tristan 
da Cunha, or repairing and modi-
fying old cars which is more cost 
effective than importing new ones 
to Ascension Island. 

Every walk of life is included 
from kids, farmers, fisherman, 
the military, scout leaders, fire-
men and everyone in between. 
Empire reveals the overwhelming 
contrasts of island life with our 
own and also the threads of famili-
arity. Tonks’ portraits of residents 
are not exclusively human. His 
image of two King penguins at 
Volunteer Point in the Falkland 
Islands is a delightfully witty yet 
perfect portrayal of the isolation of 
the island.

There’s a timeless quality to 
his photographs, which are beau-
tiful without being overly senti-
mental. Minus the trimmings that 
urbanity generates, the pared 
down existence of these islands 
alongside the warmth of their 
inhabitants make for a very fasci-
nating and immersive journey. 

Jon Tonks
Empire
Dewi Lewis Publishing
£30 hardcover

Focusing on three figures of the 
sport - a four-time British Heav-
yweight and Commonwealth 
champion Julius Francis, Robert 
McCracken, who is currently 
Performance Director for the Brit-
ish Olympic team, and now-retired 
Howard ‘Clakka’ Clarke – Max 
Kandhola uncovers every element of 
boxing through his arresting photo-
graphs. Avoiding clichés he depicts 
boxing through an instinctual eye, 
whereby his imagery gestures to the 
complexities of the lives that boxers 
lead on a psychological as well as 
physical level. 

Separated into three chapters 
focusing on each boxer, we are led 
into the reality of the sport. The 
glamour of the big fights is notably 
present by its absence - now reduced 
to a collage of posters on the wall of 
a gym. The intricate details of the 
many things needed by the boxer to 
practice his craft are anything but 
glamorous. Gum guards, gloves, 
tape, bandages, ropes and weigh-
ing scales all reside in dirty gyms,  
bearing the scars of tough wear 
and tear. Each space delivers a 
metaphor for the boxer himself 

putting his body through its paces 
in order to win. The gym equipment 
perfectly displays the intense pres-
sure laid upon these athletes. Even 
the photographs themselves are 
scratched in a collaged sequence 
of portraits of McCracken. Each set 
of images conveys the anonymity 
of the many boxers who have gone 
before - and of those who will come 
in the future. 

In the portraits of Julius Francis 
- probably best known for his iconic 
fight and subsequent defeat in two 
rounds by Mike Tyson in Manches-
ter in 2000 – the contact sheet layout 
promotes a fuller understanding 
of the man through its sequenced 
display. Kandhola’s visual explora-
tion in this book through a variety 
of aesthetics, presenting us with 
multiple layers of form, texture and 
momentum, carry the work into a 
different realm. By punctuating his 
photographs with quotes from liter-
ary greats like James Baldwin and 
Norman Mailer alongside informa-
tive texts such as The Queensberry 
Rules from 1866, he has given the 
whole fractured, graphic picture of 
what boxing is really about.

Max Kandhola
The aura of Boxing
Dewi Lewis Publishing
£30 hardcover

‘the contact sheet 
layout promotes a 
fuller understanding 
of the man through 
its sequenced 
display’
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anne-marie glasheen is a photographic artist, 
poet and literary translator. See her work at  
www.glasheen.co.uk
anita Strasser studied Photography at the 
London Institute (now London College of 
Communication) from 1997-1999, and had her 
first solo show in a London art shop in 1998. 
Since then she has exhibited internationally and is 
currently doing a Master’s degree in Photography 
and Urban Cultures at Goldsmiths.  
www.anitastrasser.com
anne Crabbe www.annecrabbe.com
anne Clements photographs reality on her 
travels around London and the world. Her work 
is a mixture of documentary and conceptual, but 
she particularly enjoys off-beat portraiture.  She 
has self-published four photographic books and 
is currently working on a series of portraits of 
people at home with their dogs.  
www.anneclements.com 
astrid Schulz is a London-based freelance 
photographer, who specializes in portraiture and 
documentary photography. Her personal projects 
lean towards fine art photography and she has 
exhibited internationally since 2001.  
www.astridschulz.com
Clare park ma rCa explores self-image 
through the use of symbol and metaphor, having 
begun developing this work through personal 
narratives of her early life journey as a ballet 
dancer. The body, movement and the collabora-
tive process with her subjects form the foundation 
to Clare’s work, whether it is for a commissioned 
portrait or a personal project. www.clarepark.tv
CJ Crosland is an expressionist artist cunningly 
disguised as a street photographer, someone who 
loves to see the extraordinary in ordinary places. 
www.cjcrosland.com
Craig Stevenson grew up in Glasgow. Since 
qualifying as a lawyer and moving to London in 
2007, he has developed his photography portfolio, 
focusing on social and documentary work. As an 
active member of the Shoreditch group of London 
independent Photography, he has curated exhibi-
tions and showcased his work in both Glasgow 
and London. 

Diana farina is interested in wildlife, art/
documentary photography, human nature and the 
relationship we have with the natural world. Her 
aim is to combine these interests to create images 
that not only reflect on human experience but to 
ponder the world in which we find ourselves.  
www.dcfarina.wix.com/photography
geoff Titley  At the centre of Geoff’s photog-
raphy/video practice is the evolution of digital. 
The changing ways in which we connect with 
each other, how we experience solitude and the 
development of virtual identities are some areas 

he explores through formats ranging from the 
tableau to the network. www.titley.me
gordana Johnson www.gordanajohnson.com
heather Shuker is a professional and creative 
arts photographer. Her photographic approach is 
that of an unobserved observer, exploring interac-
tion and gesture within the everyday to reveal 
people as they truly are. www.heathershuker.co.uk
J a mortram is a documentary photographer 
and environmental portraitist based in East Anglia. 
Jim’s work is centred on creating an expansive 
long-form photographic essay, Small Town Inertia, 
which explores the intimate and untold stories of 
marginalised individuals in the small rural commu-
nity in which he lives. www.smalltowninertia.co.uk
John phillips is an artist, photographer and 
printmaker who originally studied sculpture, and 
has a PhD in Fine Art from University of Brighton. 
In 1974, he co-founded Paddington Printshop, 
producing posters with community groups, and 
is currently director of londonprintstudio. www.
johnphillips.me.uk and www.londonprintstudio.org.uk
Jonathan Davies is a London based photogra-
pher who uses both analogue and digital media. He 
holds an MA in Image and Communication from 
Goldsmiths and a teaching qualification from UAL, 
Camberwell. www.zamberwell.com
kinez riza is a young Indonesian photographer 
who is working on representations of reality 
and identity in lesser-known belief systems. She 
conducts artist-led expeditions in order to find 
the baseline similarities between people from all 
walks of life. Recurring themes in her work include 
symbology, iconology and mythology.  
www.kinezriza.com
laura Noble is the Director of L A Noble 
Gallery in London. She is an artist, lecturer, and 
author of ‘The Art of Collecting Photography’. 
www.lauraanoble.com
lesley Bruce is a London-based photographer, 
working with portraits and with people in their 
own environments.

lynda franklin Most of Lynda’s photography 
involves water: sea, river, lido or pond; it’s the bit 
of the landscape she wants to take home with 
her. Her work has featured in Hastings Coastal 
Currents, Brighton Photo Fringe and Off Grid, a 
collaboration and exhibition of four artists’ experi-
ence of Dungeness. She is a full-time teacher of 
Economics and Business in a London secondary 
school. 

mandy williams is a visual artist working with 
photography, sound and video.  
www.mandywilliams.com
mark adams Featured photographs are of 
Copley, Yorkshire - and New Orleans. Both are 
from long-term projects looking at perennial 

and temporal states in landscapes shaped and 
manipulated by man. They examine the bounda-
ries between urban and rural spaces, exploring 
lines of connection between the ethereal and 
the technological which are gradually becoming 
blurred by contemporary living. 

Nádia maria, born in 1984, is a Brazilian photog-
rapher living in Bauru, São Paulo. She started to 
take photographs as a child. Over the years she’s 
explored and studied photography, having studied 
it at Senac, Brazil. Follow her work at  
http://transparessencia.tumblr.com and  
www.cargocollective.com/nadiamaria
paul russell is a photographer based in 
Weymouth. He is a member of the In-Public 
street photography collective, and his work is 
in the permanent collection of the Museum of 
London. His seaside street photography has 
resulted in several solo shows, and half an hour in 
the back of a police car. http://www.paulrussell.info
pauline lord, a North Londoner, gained a 
Diploma in Photography at Central London Poly, 
and since the seventies, has been a freelance 
photographer of buildings for architects, builders, 
local historians and anyone else willing to part with 
a dime or two. Pauline loves the city, canals, light, 
and weather – and is now feeling free to explore 
all of these.

peter luck retired into photography after a 
career in architecture as a means of producing 
images more critical, more revelatory of the state 
of the built environment than is customary in 
the professional press. He feels he is still moving 
towards that goal.

Simone fisher is an Australian photographer 
focused on making photographs in the street. 
www.simonefisher.com
Thomas michael alleman was born and 
raised in Detroit, where his father was a travelling 
salesman and his mother a ceramic artist. In 1999, 
after a fifteen-year newspaper career, Tom began 
freelancing for magazines in the US. His series 
of urban landscapes, ‘Sunshine and Noir’, won 
Best Travel Book in the Photography Book Now 
competition in 2011. Dancing in the Dragon’s Jaws, 
Tom’s reportage from gay San Francisco in the 
mid-1980’s, debuted at the Jewett Gallery in that 
city in December, 2012. www.allemanphoto.com
yoav friedländer was born in Jerusalem and 
grew up with a view over the Judean Desert.  
After a mandatory three years of army service, he 
entered school to study for a BA in photogra-
phy. These days he is based in New York, while 
finishing his MFA in Photography at The School of 
Visual Arts.

ContributorsTurning Point
A series of incidents and opportunities

I 
knew Stuart for over 15 years. 
Time was when we were barfly 
pals, attempting to dull our 
respective pains with cheap 
red wine whilst discussing the 

world, damning its evils and cham-
pioning its beauties.

Forever on the fringe of Dere-
ham, having returned here to care 
for his elderly Mother until she 
passed away, Stuart remained 
alone in the house that witnessed 
his Mother’s final breaths and 
then some weeks ago bore witness 
to his. Stuart was one of the first 

people I ever documented. I’ll 
never forget the encouragement 
he gave me, at a monumental junc-
tion within my own life. He gave 
me a chance as a human being, as 
a fledgling photographer and as a 
friend. 

When I made this portrait 
with Stuart, it was the first time 
I’d attempted to record inter-
views in conjunction with shoot-
ing. We’d spent the best part of 
two hours together, he talking, I 
listening and making images as he 
shared a very personal pathway 

through the narrative of his life. 
This was one of the first images 
where everything - light, pose and 
moment - converged. I can still feel 
the chill of the season, the taste of 
the coffee, the scent of his tobacco, 
his laughter and tears, the hug we 
shared as I departed to walk home.

Isolated from the world around 
him, Stuart taught me one lesson 
above all: to love the small, precious 
moments with those close to you. 
It’s the one element of life that can 
never be regretted. For him, the 
warmth of remembering sustained 
the coldness within his days.

Stuart watched as so many 
of his loved ones returned to the 
earth and yet maintained an air 
of gentle understanding about the 
rhythm and pattern and tempo 
of mortality. “I was baptised in 
Darwin’s bathwater” he told me as 
we once discussed the afterlife and 
his resolve about the natural cycle 
of life’s twists and turns. “Love is 
the eternal where we are not so in 
the physical.”

“Love is the eternal where 
we are not so in the physical.” …
these words are how I will forever 
remember Stuart. 

My friend Stuart, now gone, yet 
still here, where I sit to write this 
now. A print of this portrait hangs 
here at my shoulder, the only 
image of mine I have upon a wall at 
home. He’s there to remind me how 
to listen, how to see and to always 
be mindful of the fleeting time we 
have and how to best use it. 

I’ve always felt that photo-
graphs are for the now, yes, but 
also messages within bottles for 
future souls to discover, sharing 
lives, lessons, moments. Safe trav-
els, my friend.
More from Jim’s series at
www.smalltowninertia.co.uk

‘Love is the 
eternal where we 
are not so in the 
physical.’

Stuart – from the series ‘Small town Inertia’ by Jim Mortram
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